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its (;*-» o

[0 04 3] H7(i v ±t3mi!»0ycD7jy

Xfctu X-Ab>X£iIfflLTl">S*©i:-f 17C

HB-tr-f x©re^ an*.. ±§3S»/^>'7vjKi6^a2 50
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4(c:J;oT^f*^5^^fe^a§^^^^TV^S^7tIli®*s
^

at** fctt^abt© if* e> ottjBt:* 4 *» if5 *>©tf?g

EEPROM1 7fc«*&*ftTlB«Si'lS.
[0 0 4 4] &tc, 7>rv7S 8£;fc^T> /ty5v#
isw2 3 co\ht>m^tmm^ 1 itiot ig&ft*
ji^^So £©*§-& tC;fc*V*T\ ±13>'^>'^v^SW2
3©a*e^*ta|-> (ON) -rf&o&tfr&KH:, &©X
T7 7S 9©*&3Ifc:jt^ MttT±a>©ia6&;: cfc-pTlfc

BJ?bfeltX;i/—^> (;V7?OFF) #*fT£*i§c

y (off) fcbT, 8*iiia3&J«»©»teiiiBi*--f

[0 0 4 5] -73, ±I3*^fXS 8C:fcV>T, ±§3^
7 7?«fSW2 3^ ^"7 (OFF) ©S^Cii, S

±tznm^; ?vmmmm 2 4 £^TDtiiB^jt
TfettJiil&oTV^©-?, Xt=- y XS 1 0 ©J&Jl'NfcjI

;©^r7 7S 1 0 iZtS^T. ©J»#© 1 liCio
T*-*lgtt(I]E§l 8*fflfflirZ>ZtlZ& tl. X—A*
—* 2 0ffl[BM55^> (ON) Sft&diiT-, IIS*

b>X (H^-ti-r) &*/^*#F«g{3^»5iitf73(Rl^©
iei&s fin*., »*i/>x©t5Ufi»ff*«ff5Si*>n*. ^b
Tv *0Xf y7Sl lt^T, ±!3fIiJ b >X©&
Ktt(t©5£T#|&ffi£ft£>£T% ±f3X-A*-*2 0

fctSBtt^ft-So

[0046] m&u>xcom®mtt(D%.Tm j^*s

wtthtftizt, 7t77si 2<Dwmvzmfr, mm^m
lilt *-*IEi&®S§l 8t:^bTX-A*-^ 2 0

(omtim^z*? (off) $-a-5-i:T% ±mmm\y
>-x<DmmiM¥<z>—m<D*)Bm&&T-r& (»;*—» ,

[0047] Ei8(t s i.mmim.mmoyjjt^cDmmi'

(X-At'yh) ©:7D—^+— h£^bTV>5o
i8CStt-5t:, S-Tv ^r>v7S 1 3 iCjfc^Tv $<J

»*ai 1(±, ^-^SEttllSgl 8taoTX-At-
$ 2 0<D\htim i%**> (on) £-e-3^i;T-,

*«:|*liP5>^ f) f±i-r73(Rl^i:}l^l^ >X£|gi&;i-£3 0

C©i;^. lf^U>XT-fe?.X—AU>X©tI^^©
I*). **>iS^(ll©t4g{cJi^u>X^i!;$ixSST%
±§3X-A*-* 2 0SSgi&$-&5o fit, ±I3ti^
b>xa*±B«*J£fc«©ffi«fc#|fr;arftSi:, *©x
T77S1 5©«yHC*JV^Tx'#JIW#®l Ut*-^|g
i&HSSl 8^$iJfflIbT. ±gBX-A^e-^ 2 0©tH73ft

^Z*y (OFF)
[0 0 4 8] 7?77S 1 6^C^V^T, ±a>©H
7{Ci>V^T^ftB^bfc+^X;^—^> (.mm) ©Xr7 7S
7(C431^T, EEPROM 1 7{Z»t5i^n§31i;$*rfe

«fg> BP*>, JI«U>X*stfeJB$nSJWH5©S^iiIHt>-

*®7sT7 7S 1 7©5[lStiitr 0
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[0 0 4 9] Xr^rS 1 7ti5^Tlt ±£6©X^y
xs i 6(Dwmx-m^m^titzm^,mmv--i xomm

$g6t$i5EEPROMl 7 lZ£-oZmmZtlZ>. ~o

0J*->) "TS-^. ^f£l/>X#ftll£ft5JiLiiu©

^«!lT-abofe^t{i, *©^r^7S 1 8fflJ61t 10

jt^. ±^©S5£^Ts£Bjbfe-9-x;i/-?=-> (^y

[ o o 5 o ] m 9 yu ±i3B i mm.m<D-t> * ?<Dm&\s

+j-x;u—^> (X-A-fe^h) ©^jf^j^-r-y-x;!/—
^> (X-A-fey h 1 A) ©7D-ft- ht-$5„
[o o 5 l ] ±i£©0 8©+rx;i/-^> (X-A-fey

M C&^TJi, ±f3X^iyXS 1 7f;£^T, EEP
R0M1 7tCfBM£ftTV^«j^b>XttJilWsfi©iIj® 20

1t^Xffltf$B£«3rr5-£:tc<fcoT, ±&bfe05©
•y-x;i/— (;V7von) ^HfT-r-s^trd^©^

i X©^^fT^oT(,^fc©tZ*fb, d©^)K0!lC;}3^

T«\ Jl»U>XMiWmi©ili®-y-'i'XtS$St^*fcf)

(on) ^nfc^-^-t©^ ±m«ei 5 tc^-r-y-

X;i/-^> (ytv^x'ON) £^T£-££<fcdC bfcfc

©T-&S.,

[0 0 5 2] EP*,, 0 9C7Fs-r<fcd£> *"T> Xf^r 30

S 1 9(C*S^T, ©JSPfMSl lti^^-^IEK/HSSl
8*sx-A^e-^ 2 o©m*ff^-4d-> (on) t-rs
CtT% tl^lx>X^*^^*«:rt^?>^DtBf#|p]^
i:|gl&$-B--5o

[0 0 5 3] XT7 7S2 OtCiS^T, $JfflJ^g! 1 1

tts Ji^b>XAS€fflJl^«^CDf*l©e^^ffJlO{ii:g

iz&mztizzx-, ±gex-A^-* 2 o sigis-r-g.,,

^LT, ±§3Jii5l/>X#j£^$J©ftMJC^i&£ftl,
t> ft©^f-y7S2 lOffl-Stji^, ±IBX-A*-
* 2 0©iB;*j<f 7 (OFF) t^ns, 40

[0 0 5 4] Xr^7S 2 2 t^T. ^^^V
ttISW2 3©#^#fi£§£#fT&fc>*U /W^ttHS
W2 Soai^fa-^^^ (OFF) T-fetl«.

-jgcsassr^T c;^->) -rs—^ ;w^v#<§i
SW2 3©{±12Kf^#, IMC<toW> (ON) i:

^nfc^ttt, *©7f i 8©£QJii;:ji^ ±

n) £Hffu StM®©;^ gp*», n+f-fxs^

o 50

#l!¥7 - 2 9 5 0 5 0

12

[0 0 5 5] lil±!£BJ3 bfc <k -5 £±13^ 1 nWM(D^

*

?lz£tllt. m 1 0 IZTfi-fko /»W^-r^g|5 4 2

a, 4 3 at:J;oTI*II«MiCfei1g^t:*
V>Ts «»b>XLl, L2©ttJPtW££ff>S:oT*>,

ji7fcgBWIEl&^IS!lT-$)i.Sl!l/'W7VlgIt/^g2 4

ftJPi&#£fir:&5.fcd£bT, JifJl/>X#i5fcJjl£*x3

isfi-fct. jg7fea5#5ii^$#-2> ckd{cbT. mi-^Tfe
ttfSfc&SJ^Jcbfe©-^ S?feg|5«©jfefei!;fN;:<fco

[0056] mmvyxoimmwt. mxmtt
Sril^^^-SJ:dK:bfe©T% J; <)M< mmv >X£i£

[0 0 5 7] Ell ltt, #2PJ3©S§ 2 fyE0"J©:*J^©

it, ±m<Dmi$mm<Dm®rt; ^^mmmw. (03)

tmtmm.%imz-z>^x(Dmwiz, ^©P^#itts
©T-«ffl§b, ifc^ffll 0 0£ttADbfe?3-if£ttbT. H

[0 0 5 8] ±mcom 1 H5S«?!KC^V»T 8u 0 3 tc J; o
TfittB^Lfcid^. t>k*T-2 2©^li5J:^2A
A22a, 2 2 b?:[llte$-a-?>c:i:{C<toT, ^ l/"5y

7V|g»;7'-A4 0©*AgB4 0 a £!g!rt-3 C i:T* s

^y7V^gB4 2a, 4 3 a£if£iS£-<J\ gifeili®©

^7fe*fcii^M7,6«^frsJ;d^bTV>fc#> c©^
2||^f^s^a|^ci?v^T^±^ mi lc^n^t, ^i^m^j
{Cj3ltS±f3*Adfr— 2 2, ?g 1*3£^2 A A 2 2

a, 2 2 btffiit, *A^7- 1 2 2 i;, il@±^^
ffib&gfcgB£;g-rS;*7A 1 2 2dhHIteg6«l 22ei:
tS/N-^ 1 2 2ctiP5»«^n5X'J >>X<7^<^^«
SlBISbfe*)©T*$>i.. fL-T, ±IB*A 1 2 2 dt®
m&$ti 2 2 et&-<*.wzBm$nx&>), ±§b*a
^t-1 2 2(Dmm±iziEM®m&mzm3L2tix&
•5, ±18^^^- 1 2 2i±% *5>&mzmm£tix^?>o
[0 0 5 9] ^2^W^"T|g|&7'—A 1 4 1 ©|h]

H)i&#^i^±t-s^±a5«T-a&Sx h -^/^-t:> 2 0 0

a, 2 o o bt&mtzizmvzti. ?e>t N /v??*
1 2 1 ^lEiSHfeg^ii-rS-i:^, ±l3*A^f7'

-1 2 2*5J:lh-±ia*A 1 2 2d, UltegP^r 1 22eS
IEJ3»[Hfe$#Si-5t bfe.'Stfs ±xE©^lHS£«?yi:M
iScl.,

[0 0 6 0] llffii^t^ /W^^^E-^ 1 2 1 #3E
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Ztis iiJA^7-l 2 2&lEifi0*^i*-S4:ftfc:±e

#A 1 2 2 dtfjE&EME^ftT* A 1 2 2 d<£>S£g{$

C<totil;V7Vlf7-A 1 4 0©#ASB1 4 0

E»l*±tF«2^y ^IBKlT—A 1 4 0, 14 1*
f0$il4Od, 1 4 1 dfe*ifcfc:0»Sii\ dtitc

i-3t, ^V7va*S14 2a, 14 3a£±T7?Iq]

<fc-5£fcoTl^£o 10

[0 0 6 1] ±§3;W ^jfofcg&l 4 2 a, 14
3aK«fcot\ *3fciBBi«fi3fei k&o
fcfcSfcH:, ±13* 2 nj ^fgi&T-A l 4 l (D^m
tW^tt. h y;i-K> 2 0 0 a 9 20
0 blc^oT^it^n^cta^^oT^D,
Xh^-K>2 0 0a, 2 0 Obfc: cfcoT±f3*2/t
y^IEiST—a l 4 i©H»tf«±Sft*;ifcfc:-±

—* 1 2 l©ffil&**sBrfcixS J:-5K:3&oT^So

[0 0 6 2] 1P*>. ±I3^A^T— 1 2 2CD@Kffl±tl 20

(UteSffi^lS^^nT^^lHl^Wl 2 2 elCti,

* 1 2 2 c(^fl^gp#^«casgfnscifc'Tff*»*n*5
3©fiM12 2c©ft»*K:ctoTs ±fB@teSB

tfl22e h*A^7- 1 2 2 fc#EEg;*ft£«J:'5tc&

ot^S. f bT^ ±13* h^V- fcT>2 0 0 a, 2 0

0 b#*2;w a l 4 l <D@i&iMl^£yh
t^ChtctoT, ±I3#A 1 2 2 d£©?J#infoS

dix4:-{*:flgt:JB«SixTV^lHWESP«l 2 2 efc

jjj±¥7— 1 2 2fc©BBt:iEHE^ 1; y^##B£U 30

1 2 lODJKi&^BrfcnscitfcfeSo
[0 0 6 3] c:cDJ:-5fc:*j«*ixfc±IBIS2aai«CDA

±ibaw^^-*i 2 i&e»st»\ ±t3^A^r
r-i 2 2&Ki§§f;£ftfc:0fc£tsk^ iijA^7-
1 2 2<D&im£L#tz, mm^mi 2 2 e*±rr*A 1 2

2d*>M^If^fpJ^H3teL N i^A 1 2 2 dtf)8&pfJteu

* l^y^vjEft/*—A 1 4 0<2>#Agi$l 4 0 a<E>*A 40

HC«fefl£E-TS©^ SS1/V777-A14 0S

-n^ct t). Klgi^y^vigi&T-A 1 4 ocd-^cd
-tr**—¥7*—SB1 4 0 ch$2;V ^ ^IgSjT-A 1

4 1©—#CDHr**—^FT—SB1 4 1 afc^LT^
£<2T% K^2^y^^JE»T—A 1 4 ltt^<3D3E«il

4 i di^bicfcmnttfaiziBim-t&o t&t, ±sa*
l*cttf^2y^y^^JB»7-A 1 4 0, 14lcDffe#
©-tr^^-^T-1 4 0b, 1 4 1 bfcJU ilt^i
2^y-7ViK5fegB*ri 4 2, 1 4 3CD^^^SB 1 4 2 50

) *5B§¥ 7-295050
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b, 1 4 3 bfc^ft^ftl#frLT^£©T-. ±§3*1*5
£^*2^y ^v^SBWl 4 2, 1 4 3CD^y^vjft
7^1 4 2 b, 1 4 3 b$:^tl^tim7t]lia*7g7t-r^
J5miz&mm±Z>o fits ±83»2^y^TJE»7 >—
a l 4 l ©llBrlwisa^ ^b^-ir>2 0 0bi:<to'

ftfflUT, ±I3*2/W vvlgifr^-A 1 4 ltt^hy
^-tr>2 0 ObfcMSftSftttttafcJtfc. ;^144

[0 0 6 4] -7^ mftmm*imftwmt?z>m^
^^xmm-tzt, n; ^v^e-^ i 2 l

T. ±13*A^r>^- 1 2 2 £BSff;£|pItC|g4E$"i*5fc %

a*A^7-1 2 20iKt«t, EHE«»12 2e*
J:tf*Al 2 2d*^H-*lRl«ciWEU i^Al 2 2d
©8fe8&tt±§B* 1/sy ^IgtfrT—A 1 4 OO^AgJS 1

4 0 aCDAABDas^JfJE-r^CDT-. iSl;V7T7
-Al 4 0fc*©3E«|l 4 0d£*jfci:LTKI$tt#|Rl
^Hli6^^^ 0 djtfccfctK l£*l^y vvlgffijT'-A

1 4 OOD—;fr£>-fe^*— «B1 40c^2/V7
^Ig«JT-A 1 4 \ (D-15<D*:>7 ^-^7--gB 1 4 1 a
fctfW^UTV^CDT?, RSS2;V77B»7-A14
lSr^co^ifli 4 i ds^tcKPtf^iPifciHiift-rso -r

5h ±IB*l;fcJ:^*2/W^ggI&;r~Al 4 0,

1 4 ltDffe*©*^— 1 4 0b, 141bi:i
l*ct^2;V7v'MM1 4 2, 1 4 3©7^i7
gM4 2b, 1 4 3 b £#^ft^ftRg^LTO £<5DT%

±13* l*J:tf»2/ty ^itefe«*r 1 4 2, 14 3©
/V7Vl»14 2b, 1 4 3 b£^ft^ft^7feSIoi
**«5te«JBfc"rs*fiFK:^»$#S« f bt, ±13*
2 >\j v ^iga^—a i 4 i <nmmmw±\ x h

tr>2 0 0 afc^oTfiutSti**^ ±83*
7fWWtfflbT, ±§3*2/W^vfgifr:r--Al 4

1 (±x h v^—¥>2 0 0 a£^jg£ft^tt&£:ttl^

[0 0 6 5] ii 2it ±mm2mnm(Dj]*^(Dmm

m&<Dfflmt:^TV7)l<—?-l' (/V7VON2) <Dy

D-ft-ht-^^ inn nytmm&mytvtm

2) 2>:7D~^*— K IP*,, /V7V^^ 1 2 1CD

tB^fg^CD^> (ON) SfeJi^^ (OFF)

[0 0 6 6] 01 2lZ7F>T£olZ, i-T. g*iS®*?i
3fctt«i:^S»'&K:t±^ Xr^rS 1 0 1 fcdS^T, ±
8B*J»*ai lic^oT^-^Igl&dlSgl 8^?>;V7
v^e-^ 1 2 1 Sr[iIS$^^>^i?)CD^-> (ON) fi'^-^r

85Cit\ ±I3AA^T-1 2 2£B#3t;£[pl£0te;*

^tii:HKF^±SBliWES«l 2 2efc*Al 2 2d
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[0 0 6 7] *^yXS 1 0 2£^t\ ±13^
77?€-^ 1 2 1 (ON) Vtmt-fZffifetii

7sio 3(Dmmizmfr. -©.x^yxs 1 o atctjv

T, ±IB/W^^^-^1 2 l<DtH,t)m^t:*7 (OF
f> -rsciiTv (;*->)

.

[0 0 6 8] El 1 3 iZjfi-? £.?lz^ Vyjl-^->
(;V7V0FF2) te, g^liB©^2g7lettS§s IP

5^xs i o 4c*$v*Ts ±§3$w^i§! 1 lc^-ptt
-^Igl&iHlSS 1 8*>?>/^^ 1 2 1 £IeME£H±

Z>tz8><D*> (ON) {f^i^CfcT-, ±§B*A3: 7'

-1 2 2^SB$It^[6lt:lH]fe$-y- s Cinfc|BlKFC±fBll

"IfcglMtf 1 2 2etAAl 2 2 d &SB$H-£|S]fc

[0 0 6 9] 1 0 5 ti5V^T(i, ±13
;V v v-^e-^ 1 2 1 (ON) «^fc-rSR)T^B#

Nk IP*., g^H®*^SI^«^i:-r5fc»^±l3Si!)

<§h&9±f3j9r£B$H#/jljgL;fe«, Xxy7S 1 0 6

©©St 31.2k IfflXf-y/S 1 0 6(3*5^T, ±13^
>/7Vt-^ 1 2 1 CDmtjm^Zyt? (OFF) t5C

[0 0 7 0] B14tt, ±IBSB 2 |l?;&S0!l©;*7;< 7©*ii?

50 ft*, £©»2fS«6«©**7fc:fcl*3««l^>X
tt, ±j£©*lSeSK«!CD*^vi:Piat:, X-AU>X
SriSfflt-S-fe©i;-r5. Bll 4C^ti5C, **\ X
X77S 1 0 7«C*V%T, jRa©S*HB-9--(X©W
«* IP*>, ±f3mi6/W-7V|g«j^M2 4tCj:oTffft

ft<D¥%b<D&mic&%frifoif><Dmmifi, eepro
M 1 7 fc»ga**lTB«Sft*.
[0 0 7 1] 7fs»7S 1 0 9tC:fcV>T, ±>£©
01 3{Z<fc^T^U*:1tX;i/— (;V7VOFF

-f X, HP*,, *i63fctt»fc$n, ^r-y7S 110©©
a^£ii^ Cl©X^-yXS 1 1 OtJfc^T,
i nzx^x=e-^mmmmifimm^ti. ztuzx^x
-At-^ 2 0©aj^ff^-*s^> (ON)
T% flHeu>XS*^7*(*:rtK:»!)aty*ia'>>CDK

16. IP*>, ttlBlMI^T&fctu fit, ifeCX^yX
51 1 lti>v>T, ±f3Jii^>X©ttJP!t&#©5ST#
t&tH£ft££T% ±I3X-A ;E-^ 2 0(iSgl&$ns ±

9 ) 2 9 5 0 5 0

§3»m u >x<Dmnmw<D%T(Dm 3%ftfe\si zntz'&,

±>m*%*-*7 (off) t-rs-iiT*, ±mmm\y>x
©ttsBis-f^©—a©M3i&^T-rs (u*—» o

[0 0 7 2] 6l±R«l/fe £ -5 t, ±I3« 2 l»#Jffl#

/7C^tt,< ±KE©^lHSS0a©*^5i:^<|i|«

[0073] /V7?€-* i 2 i &&yt/$m

t^T, ®7fe/#j&7fc©^Di&;L£fT&5£i:#^

[0 0 7 4] ft£ % ±§3X ') v X* v y ;§;©

fetofCfSttfefc©"^ /V^^-^l 2 Kciim
-rs®ffSr^e.^b»<g»tfPx.T*V^fc t). 7sy^x»
^-^ i 2 i©jea6B#tctt*m«ff-e©*)©^sijoL/

t5i5tU ±13X h tT> 2 0 0 a, 2 0 0b
20 CJ;5I2/V 7 ^IgftT-—A 1 4 1 ©HH&fiut&Sffl^

7v^-*Ml*EI9;b«e<t:*»Pl«Tifes. ±§3
^ h s>^— tf> 2 0 0 a, 2 0 0 bCi;5^2/V7?
igi&T—A 1 4 l©@i&8UtB$K:, ^77^12
1 © M^tOS^r—*WII&RW\ g'J©^T—3k¥M

[0 0 7 5] [tf§3]

(1) mHZV>7;t, co»*i/>X**«^rfiiK:K

30 JtH&nlfg&j&ftSMai:, c©it#gB;fcr©jfJIB£fT&-5j6

*a«IE»*Sfcx ±IB««i'>X*i5tIi1S«t:ffi»-r

±I3S^W >XT*Mi^S©tB*{-/S^: LT±l3^7fc
a5»*iiig$-B-fe^{c, ±aa»«i^>xftetwr*j;a
tc LfcS^b >XtfeSMS*^ ±13(^13^ 1 ti3«©

[0 0 7 6] ( 2 ) ±l3il7tgi5#(i, JI^iBSS^y
7V^Xit5fe»©SB«T- « MIBSB 1 I3«©«

40 Bv>xm®mj}*?o ±mmzm2izidm<Dtt.mm*>

x»«ffl©jtofcsf»*ttai**s c t*j ft v^.

[00 7 7] (3) m&\s>Xt, Z\(Dm&U>X*
^M^piqitffi»-r««aeu>xffi»*©t, ±i3»^u
>X7feSS41 t*fl5ipItgftji7tgl?*ti:, c©a*sstf©#

«aft«*s^*a ±i3«tJiBiH«*» &««««^©ei&

50 #tt«ffi^&&JWBU 3©il7t/^ii^tt^i7B*
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is©m tj izso^tmm u >x& mmmm
^mm l fe^tcjg^as**©sgf&zif& omm v >xmn

£mm LT L£ ^ - <h

[0 0 7 8] ( 4 ) ±I3^^/^^7,6tt®*g^^
a, ±mmm\s>x<nmm\<Dji* ^(Dmyt/imyttfi

^M^^^otett#is{cj;n«> mmi<>x<DmmKD
vtmzmm.2-&xa<ztilzji-oT, mmis>xm®& io

Bmt^^tJiKv>x>&^i&^-B-T. mmmm

[0079] ( 5 ) ±mmm^m±m5L&)^M3&&*
t'jf^s ttt3tB 4 £tai£©jfuu>xwsa^7.
±§3ft§3S§5 £§3«©ttJP§§y;*J^ ^fc <fc*i«, 7©

V* 7 (Dftmt&oT V >T $> I3tl £ffi£f bTa < Z

[0080] ( 6 ) ±mMft/im*&Mmm^m

[0 0 8 1]

mmxA^izjo^T, mmv>xzm®-t?>mz^ %
mytztmzMmtf&tzmz^ mmv->x^mn-r^

£ tz tt#*#tWls-*>iMe u > X©?5tsni6#tiot, ti

T% it)'J^b^*lfc}f^P>Xi5tfllS*^5$:JI#t^-

[01] *^B^©^u>xttj^*^^©m^Ei,
[0 2] ^B^^l^SS^jW^^^JCiSltSmMv'X
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SPECIFICATION

[TITLE OF THE INVENTION] COLLAPSIBLE BARREL TYPE CAMERA

[Abstract]

[Object] The present invention provides a smaller-sized

photographing lens collapsible barrel type camera having a

motor-driven light-shielding member drive means, in which the

light-shielding operation for an exposure image plane or the

collapsing operation is not allowed to damage the surface of

a photographing lens or a light-shielding member, etc.

[Composition] A camera is characterized by comprising: a

photographing lens for providing a subject image; a

photographing lens drive means 2 for moving the photographing

lens to at least two areas of a collapsing position and a normal
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photographing position; a light-shielding member removably

inserted into the optical path of the photographing lens; a

motor-driven light-shielding member drive means 1 for

inserting and removing the light-shielding member into/from

the optical path; a collapsing instruction means 3 for

instructing the movement of the photographing lens into the

collapsing area; and a control means 11 for controlling the

light-shielding member drive means 1 to retract the light-

shielding member from the optical path in response to an

instruction from the collapsing instruction means 3, and then

controlling the photographing lens drive means 2 to move the

photographing lens into the collapsing area.

[WHAT IS CLAIMED IS;]

[Claim 1] A collapsible barrel type camera comprising:

a photographing lens for providing a subject image;

a photographing lens drive means for moving the photographing

lens to at least two areas of a collapsing position and a normal

photographing position;

a light-shielding member removably inserted into the optical

path of the photographing lens

;

a light-shielding member drive means having a motor drive

means for inserting and removing the light-shielding member
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into/from the optical path;

a collapsing instruction means for instructing the movement

of the photographing lens into the collapsing area; and

a control means for controlling the light-shielding member

drive means to retract the light-shielding member from the

optical path in response to an instruction from the collapsing

instruction means, and then controlling the photographing lens

drive means to move the photographing lens into the collapsing

area

.

[Claim 2] A collapsible barrel type camera comprising:

a photographing lens for providing a subject image;

a photographing lens drive means for moving the photographing

lens to at least two areas of a collapsing position and a normal

photographing position;

a light-shielding member removably inserted into the optical

path of the photographing lens;

a light-shielding member drive means having a motor drive

means for inserting and removing the light-shielding member

into/from the optical path;

an instruction means for instructing the movement of the

photographing lens from the collapsing area into the -normal

photographing area;

a light-shielding member position specifying means for
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specifying the position of the light-shielding member; and

a control means for controlling the photographing lens drive

means to move the photographing lens from the collapsing area

into the normal photographing area in response to an

instruction from the instruction means, and then controlling

the light-shielding member drive means to drive the light-

shielding member based on an output from the light-shielding

member position specifying means.

[Claim 3] The collapsible barrel type camera according to

Claim 2, wherein the light-shielding member position

specifying means is based on an output from a storage means

for storing the position of the light-shielding member before

the photographing lens is collapsed.

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[0001]

[Industrial Applicability] The present invention relates to

a collapsible barrel type camera, and more specifically a

collapsible barrel type camera having a light-shielding member

drive means for shielding part of an exposure image plane

optically, in which a photographing lens is adapted to be

collapsed and thereby accommodated into the camera body.

[0002]

[Prior Art] Recently, there has been proposed a camera which
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uses a 35mm roll film, etc. , in which a light-shielding member

is disposed removably in the optical path of a photographing

lens for providing a subject image, where inserting the

light-shielding member into the optical path allows the upper

and lower parts of a photographing aperture (exposure image

plane) to be shielded optically to provide an image plane (e.g.

panorama size having an exposure image plane of 12mm x 36mm

(aspect ratio 1:3)) horizontally wider than a normal

photographing image plane (e.g. full-size 35mm having an

exposure image plane of 24mm x 36mm (aspect ratio 2:3)) on a

film, and then the film is printed at an enlargement ratio

larger than a normal size (e.g. regular size) to obtain a wide

photograph (e.g. so-called panorama size of 89mm x 254mm).

[0003] Then, inserting/removing the light-shielding member

within the camera body into/from the optical path of the

photographing lens through an operation member provided on the

external part of the camera allows the regular size and the

panorama size to be switched freely for each photographing

image plane in one photographing film. There have

conventionally been proposed and put into practical use various

kinds of such cameras provided with a so-called

"panorama/regular-size mid-flow switching function."

t 0004 ] Meanwhile, there have conventionally been proposed and
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put into practical use various kinds of cameras, in which a

photographing lens provided in a protruding manner from the

camera body is to be collapsed and accommodated into the camera

body when carrying or storing, while the photographing lens

is to be moved from inside the camera body into a photographing

area by means of a drive means when taking a photograph.

[0005] For example, the camera disclosed in Japanese

Unexamined Patent Publication No. Hei-5-45700 is arranged in

such a manner that a photographer operates the operation member

disposed on the external part of the camera manually to move

the light-shielding member (panorama mask) disposed inside the

camera body and thereby insert/remove the light-shielding

member into/from the optical path of the photographing lens.

[0006] Also, in the camera disclosed in Japanese Unexamined

Patent Publication No. Hei-4-171 432, in which a photographer

operates the operation member disposed on the external part

of the camera manually to move the light-shielding member

(panorama mask) disposed inside the camera body, and in which

a detection means for detecting the operation of the

light-shielding member is provided to detect the operation,

that is, the set position of the light-shielding member, the

lens drive controller of the camera is arranged in such a manner

as, in the case of a determination based on the detection signal
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that the light-shielding member is set to be in a light-

shielding state, to drive the photographing lens (zoom lens)

to increase its magnification from the wide-angle to telephoto

side and thereby to retract the photographing lens so that the

light-shielding member is not brought into contact with the

photographing lens by its light-shielding operation.

accordance with the means disclosed in Japanese Unexamined

Patent Publication No. Hei-5-45700, there is no arrangement

of interlockingly driving a drive means for driving the

light-shielding member (panorama mask) adapted to shield the

photographing aperture optically and a collapsing means for

collapsing the photographing lens inside the camera body when

carrying or storing the camera, and therefore when the

light-shielding member is inserted into the optical path of

the photographing lens to turn the exposure image plane into

a light-shielding state, that is, when the photographing lenses

LI and L2 are collapsed in the state shown in Fig. 15 (a), the

rear end surface of the photographing lens L2 comes into contact

with the light-shielding members 300a and 300b as shown in Fig.

15 (b) , whereby the surface of the photographing lens may be

damaged or the light-shielding members may be damaged.

[0007]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] However, in
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Therefore, in order to avoid such problems, it is necessary

to design the collapsing position for the photographing lenses

of the camera using the state where the light-shielding member

is inserted into the optical path of the photographing lens

as a reference, resulting in a problem of becoming a design

limitation for a smaller-sized camera.

[0008] Also, in accordance with the means disclosed in

Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. Hei-4-171432,

although the problem, in the state where the photographing lens

(zoom lens) is in the wide-angle side, that the light-shielding

member (panorama mask) comes into contact with the

photographing lens when shielding the exposure image plane

using the light-shielding member has been solved, it results

from the disadvantage of poor operationality since the

light-shielding or anti-shielding operation for the exposure

image plane by the light-shielding member is not automated.

[0009] The present invention has been made to solve the

above-described conventional problems, and an object thereof

is to provide a smaller-sized photographing lens collapsible

barrel type camera adapted to motor-drive a light-shielding

member, in which the light-shielding or anti-shielding

operation for an exposure image plane by the light-shielding

member and/or the collapsing operation of a photographing lens
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is not allowed to damage the surface of the photographing lens

or damage the light-shielding member.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problems] As shown in the conceptual

diagram of Fig. 1 (a), the photographing lens collapsible

barrel type camera according to the present invention

comprises : a light-shielding member drive means 1 for inserting

and removing a light-shielding member into/from the optical

path of a photographing lens; a photographing lens drive means

2 for moving the photographing lens from a normal photographing

area into a collapsing area, or from the collapsing area into

the normal photographing area; and a photographing lens

collapsing instruction means 3 for instructing the movement

of the photographing lens into the collapsing area, the

photographing lens collapsing instruction means 3 being

adapted to make an instruction so that the photographing lens

is collapsed after the light-shielding member has been

retracted.

[0011] Also, as shown in the conceptual diagram of Fig. 1 (b) ,

in addition to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 (a), a

light-shielding and ant i-shielding state detection means 4 for

detecting the state of the shielding member is provided, where

based on outputs from the photographing lens collapsing
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instruction means 3 and the light-shielding and anti-shielding

state detection means 4, when the light-shielding member is

in an anti-shielding state, the photographing lens drive means

2 collapses the photographing lens, while when the light-

shielding member is in a light-shielding state, the light-

shielding member drive means 1 retracts the light-shielding

member, and then the photographing lens drive means 2 collapses

the photographing lens.

[0012] Then, as shown in the conceptual diagram of Fig. 1 (c) ,

in addition to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 (b) , a

photographing lens photographing area setting instruction

means 5 for instructing the movement of the photographing lens

from the collapsing area into the normal photographing area

is provided, where based on an output from the light-shielding

and anti-shielding state detection means 4 adapted to detect

an output from a light-shielding member position specifying

means 6 for specifying the position of the light-shielding

member before the previous collapsing of the photographing lens

or the position of the light-shielding member immediately

before the driving of the photographing lens when a setting

instruction for the photographing area of the photographing

lens is made, when a light-shielding setting instruction is

made, the photographing lens is moved to the photographing area,
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and then the light-shielding member is driven to be a

light-shielding state, while when no light-shielding setting

instruction is made, the photographing lens is driven

immediately to be moved to the photographing area.

[0013]

[Action] The control means controls the light-shielding

member drive means to retract the light-shielding member from

the optical path of the photographing lens in response to an

instruction from the collapsing instruction means instructing

the movement of the photographing lens into the collapsing area,

and then controls the photographing lens drive means to move

the photographing lens into the collapsing area.

[0014] Further, the control means controls the photographing

lens drive means to move the photographing lens as mentioned

above in response to an instruction from the instruction means

instructing the movement of the photographing lens from the

collapsing area into the normal photographing area, and then

controls the light-shielding member drive means to drive the

light-shielding member based on an output from the light-

shielding member position specifying means.

[0015]

[Preferred Embodiment] The present invention will

hereinafter be described with reference to embodiments shown
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in the accompanying drawings. Fig. 2 is a schematic block

diagram showing the electrical system of a camera according

to a first embodiment of the present invention. It is noted

that in Fig. 2 are shown only components related to the present

invention to avoid the figure from being complicated, and the

other components are omitted.

[0016] As shown in Fig. 2, in order to control the whole system

of the camera, a power switch (SW) 12, a release switch (SW)

13, a panorama switch (SW) 14, a zoom-up switch (SW) 15, and

a zoom-down switch (SW) 16, etc., are connected electrically

to a control means 11 provided as a one-chip microcomputer

composed of, for example, a CPU, where operating the switches

12 to 16 transmits intentions of a photographer when taking

a photograph to operate each mechanical part of the camera.

[0017] Also, an EEPROM 17 composed of, for example, a

nonvolatile memory, which functions as a light-shielding and

anti-shielding state instruction means and a light-shielding

member position specifying means 6, is connected to the control

means 11 through a serial communication line, the EEPROM 17

containing each adjustment value for the camera. The EEPROM

17 also functions as a storage means for temporarily storing

various kinds of data that indicate the operating state of the

camera

.
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[0018] Meanwhile, the control means 11 is connected

electrically to a motor drive circuit 18, the control means

11 being adapted to control the motor drive circuit 18. That

is, the control means 11 performs drive control for each of

a photographing lens drive (LD) motor 19 for driving the

photographing lens to perform focusing control, a zoom motor

20 provided as a photographing lens drive means for driving

the photographing lens to perform zooming control and for

moving the photographing lens from the normal photographing

area into the collapsing area, or from the collapsing area into

the normal photographing area, and a panorama motor 21 for

driving a motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 provided as a

light-shielding member drive means to perform switching

control for the exposure image plane.

[0019] Then, the panorama motor 21 is connected to the

motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 provided as the light-

shielding member drive means 1 having a motor drive means

through a transmission mechanism composed of, for example, a

gear train, in the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 being

provided with a panorama state switch (SW) 23 as a light-

shielding and anti-shielding state detection means 4 for

detecting the state of the light-shielding member, which is

adapted to turn ON a control signal when shielding the exposure
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image plane optically. The panorama state switch 23 is

connected electrically to the control means 11 to transmit an

output signal thereof directly to the control means 11.

[0020] Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing a substantial part

of the appearance of the motor-driven panorama drive unit of

the camera according to the first embodiment. As shown in Fig.

3, the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 of the camera

according to the first embodiment functions as the light-

shielding member drive means 1 having the motor drive means,

and is composed of the following various kinds of components.

[0021] That is, the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 is

made up of components such as: first and second panorama

light-shielding members 42 and 43 having, respectively,

panorama light-shielding parts 42a and 43a for shielding the

upper and lower parts of the exposure image plane optically;

a light-shielding spring 44 for connecting the first and second

panorama light-shielding members 42 and 43 to be urged in the

direction of constant light-shielding for the exposure image

plane shielded by the panorama light-shielding parts 42a and

43a; first and second panorama drive arms 40 and 41 for driving,

respectively, the first and second panorama light-shielding

members 4 2 and 4 3; a panorama motor 21 ; a cam gear 22 for

transmitting the driving force of the panorama motor 21 to the
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first panorama drive arm 40 via a reduction gear train, etc,

(not shown) ; first and second cams 22a and 22b forming the cam

gear 22; the panorama state switch (SW) 23; a pinion gear 71A

to be meshed with a rack portion 43d in a protruding part 43c

of the second panorama light-shielding member 43 with the

vertical movement thereof; a finder section 57; and a finder

light-shielding member 67 having a finder light-shielding part

67a for shielding the finder screen of the finder section 57

optically through a gear train, etc., (not shown) connected

with the pinion gear 71A.

[0022] Then, the rotational driving force of the panorama

motor 21 is transmitted to the cam gear 22 through the reduction

gear train, etc. (not shown), as mentioned above, to rotate

the first and second cams 22a and 22b disposed integrally and

pivotally with the cam gear 22 with the rotation of the cam

gear 22.

[0023] An arm-shaped cam portion 40a provided downward in the

first panorama drive arm 40 is in constant contact with the

peripheral cam surface of the first cam 22a, where the

rotational driving force of the first cam 22a to be rotated

with the rotation of the cam gear 22 is converted into an

anteroposterior driving force to be transmitted to the first

panorama drive arm 40. Thus, the first panorama drive arm 40
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is to be rotated centering on the spindle 40d thereof.

[0024] In addition to the above-described arrangement, the

second cam 22b to be rotated with the rotation of the cam gear

22 is in constant contact with the contact point of the panorama

state SW 23, whereby the rotation of the second cam 22b performs

the switching operation of the panorama state SW 23, that is,

for outputting an ON or OFF signal to detect the state of

light-shielding or anti-shielding of the light-shielding

members for the exposure image plane.

[0025] Meanwhile, in the first panorama drive arm 40 are

provided with two sector gear portions 40b and 40c separated

from each other by an angle of 90° in the rotational direction

around the spindle 40d, while in the second panorama drive arm

41 are provided with two sector gear portions 41a and 41b

separated from each other by an angle of 90° in the rotational

direction around the spindle 41d thereof. Theri, the first and

second panorama drive arms 40 and 41 are supported pivotally

and rotatably onto a support member (not shown) of the camera

body, respectively, at the spindles 40d and 41d.

[0026] Also, the sector gear portion 40c of the first panorama

drive arm 40 and the sector gear portion 41a of the second

panorama drive arm 41 are meshed with each other, whereby the

driving force of the panorama motor 21, which is transmitted
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to the first panorama drive arm 40 via the first cam 22a of

the cam gear 22 and the cam portion 40a of the first panorama

drive arm 40 as mentioned above, is transmitted to the second

panorama drive arm 41 to rotate the first and second panorama

drive arms 40 and 41 respectively.

[0027] Further, the sector gear portion 40b of the first

panorama drive arm 40 and a rack portion 42b of the first

panorama light-shielding member 42 are meshed with each other,

while the other sector gear portion 41b of the second panorama

drive arm 41 and a rack portion 43b of the second panorama

light-shielding member 43 are meshed with each other, whereby

the rotational operation of the first and second panorama drive

gears 40 and 41 allows the rack portions 42b and 43b of the

first and second panorama light-shielding members 42 and 43

to move vertically, which also allows the panorama light-

shielding parts 42a and 43a provided, respectively, on the

other end portions of the first and second panorama light-

shielding members 42 and 43, one end portions thereof being

supported perpendicularly to the optical axis, to move

vertically to turn the exposure image plane into a light-

shielding or anti-shielding state.

[0028] It is noted that the first and second panorama

light-shielding members 42 and 43 are supported pivotally onto
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the support member (not shown) of the camera body with a spindle

39, and connected with each other using the spring 44 as

mentioned above. Then, the urging force of the spring 44 urges

the first and second panorama light-shielding members 42 and

43 constantly in the direction of forming a panorama size, that

is, of shielding the exposure image plane optically.

[0029] On the other hand, the vertical movement of the second

panorama light-shielding member 43 allows the rack portion 43d

in the protruding part 43c provided on the upper side of the

second panorama light-shielding member 43 to rotate the pinion

gear 71A meshed therewith to rotate a gear 71B via a gear train

(not shown) , and thereby drive a rack portion 67b of the finder

light-shielding member 67 meshed with the gear 7 IB . Therefore,

the light-shielding or anti-shielding operation for the finder

section 57 is performed interlockingly with the light-

shielding or anti-shielding operation for the exposure image

plane to be performed by the first and second panorama

light-shielding members 42 and 43.

[0030] In the thus arranged motor-driven panorama drive unit

24 of the camera according to the first embodiment, the

operation when turning the exposure image plane into a

light-shielding or anti-shielding state will hereinafter be

described with reference to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 4 is a
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view illustrating the operation of the cam portion 40a of the

first panorama drive arm 4 0 and the panorama state SW 23 due

to the rotational operation of the first and second cams 22a

and 22b, in such a manner as to change over time from Fig. 4

(a) through Fig. 4 (d)

.

[0031] First in Fig. 4 (a), when the first cam 22a is rotated

counterclockwise with the rotation of the panorama motor 21,

the cam portion 40a of the first panorama drive arm 40 is driven

in the direction Al shown in Fig. 3 by the cam surface A of

the first cam 22a. Thus, the first panorama drive arm 40 is

rotated counterclockwise centering on the spindle 40d, while

the second panorama drive arm 41 is rotated clockwise centering

on the spindle 41d, and further the first and second panorama

light-shielding members 42 and 43 and the panorama light-

shielding parts 42a and 43a are driven in the direction A2 shown

in Fig. 3, that is, in the direction of turning the exposure

image plane into an anti-shielding state to obtain a normal

exposure image plane size. Then, in this case, the panorama

state SW 23 is turned OFF with the contact point thereof being

pressed by the cam surface B of the second cam 22b.

[0032] Next, when the first cam 22a is further rotated

counterclockwise, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the cam portion 40a

of the first panorama drive arm 40 is rotated being in contact
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with and along the cam surface A of the first cam 22a to move

to the cam surface Ab of the first cam 22a. Thus, the cam

portion 40a is driven in the direction Bl shown in Fig. 3,

whereby the first panorama drive arm 40 is rotated clockwise

centering on the spindle 4 0d, while the second panorama drive

arm 41 is rotated counterclockwise centering on the spindle

41d, and further the first and second panorama light-shielding

members 42 and 43 and the panorama light-shielding parts 42a

and 43a are driven in the direction B2 shown in Fig. 3, that

is, in the direction of turning the exposure image plane into

a light-shielding state to obtain a panorama image plane size.

Then, in this case, the panorama state SW 23 is kept OFF with

the contact point thereof still being pressed by the cam surface

B of the second cam 22b, as is the case in the state shown in

Fig. 4 (a) .

[0033] When the first cam 22a is further rotated

counterclockwise, it turns to the state shown in Fig. 4 (c) .

In this state, the cam portion 40a is in the same position as

the state shown in Fig. 4 (b) , where the panorama light-

shielding parts 42a and 43a are kept in the light-shielding

state by the urging force of the spring 44, and the panorama

state SW 23 is turned ON with the pressing of the contact point

thereof being released by the cam surface Bb of the second cam
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22b. Therefore, the camera turns into a panorama state in this

state

.

[0034] Also, when the first cam 22a is furthermore rotated

counterclockwise, it turns to the state shown in Fig. 4 (d) .

In this case, the cam portion 40a is driven again in the

direction Al shown in Fig. 3 by the cam surface Ac of the first

cam 22a, where the first panorama drive arm 40 starts to be

rotated counterclockwise centering on the spindle 40d, while

the second panorama drive arm 41 starts to be rotated clockwise

centering on the spindle 41d, and further the first and second

panorama light-shielding members 42 and 43 and the panorama

light-shielding parts 42a and 43a start to be driven in the

direction A2 shown in Fig. 3, that is, in the direction of

turning the exposure image plane from a light-shielding state

into an anti-shielding state, and thereby turning the exposure

image plane from a panorama size to a normal exposure image

plane size. Then, in this case, the panorama state SW 23 is

turned from an ON state defined by the cam surface Be of the

second cam 22b into an OFF state defined by the cam surface

B, and is to return the above-described state shown in Fig.

4 (a) with the rotation of the first cam 22a in the

counterclockwise direction

.

[0035] Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Panorama ON)
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showing the control when turning the exposure image plane into

a light-shielding state, that is, when turning the panorama

state SW 23 ON in the motor-driven panorama drive unit of the

camera according to the first embodiment.

[0036] As shown in Fig. 5, first in step SI, the control means

11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to output an ON signal

for rotating the panorama motor 21 to rotate the cam gear 22

and thereby rotate the first and second cams 22a and 22b

counterclockwise (here, U S" represents an operation step; the

same applies hereinafter)

.

[0037] Next in step S2, an output signal from the panorama

state SW 23 is read in by the control means 11 directly. Then,

the control means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to

keep outputting an ON signal for the panorama motor 21 to keep

driving the panorama motor 21 until the output signal from the

panorama state SW 23 is turned ON.

[0038] Then, when the output signal from the panorama state

SW 23 is turned into the above-described ON state shown in Fig.

4 (c) , the next step S3 is to be executed, where the control

means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to output an OFF

signal for the panorama motor 21 to terminate the series of

processings in this subroutine (Panorama ON) (Return)

.

[0039] Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Panorama OFF)
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showing the control when turning the exposure image plane into

an anti-shielding state, that is, when turning the panorama

state SW 23 OFF in the motor-driven panorama drive unit of the

camera according to the first embodiment,

[0040] As shown in Fig. 6, first in step S4, the control means

11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to output an ON signal

for rotating the panorama motor 21 to rotate the cam gear 22

and thereby rotate the first and second cams 22a and 22b

counterclockwise

.

[0041] Next in step S5, an output signal from the panorama

state SW 23 is read in by the control means 11 directly. Then,

the control means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to

keep outputting an ON signal for the panorama motor 21 to keep

driving the panorama motor 21 until the output signal from the

panorama state SW 23 is turned OFF.

[0042] Then, when the output signal from the panorama state

SW 23 is turned into the above-described ON state shown in Fig.

4 (a) , the next step S6 is to be executed, where the control

means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to output an OFF

signal for the panorama motor 21 to terminate the series of

processings in this subroutine (Panorama OFF) (Return)

.

[0043] Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Collapsing)

showing the operation when collapsing and accommodating the
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photographing lens of the camera according to the first

embodiment into the camera body. It is noted that a zoom lens

is applied as the photographing lens of the camera according

to the first embodiment. As shown in Fig. 7, first in step

S7, information concerning the current exposure image plane

size, that is, in which of the light-shielding and anti-

shielding states is the currently set exposure image plane

performed by the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24, is

written in and stored into the EEPROM 17.

[0044] Next in step S8, an output signal from the panorama

state SW 23 is read in by the control means 11 directly. In

this case, if the output signal from the panorama state SW 23

is ON, the next step S9 is to be executed, and then followed

by the above-described subroutine (Panorama OFF) shown in Fig.

6, whereby the output signal from the panorama state SW 23 is

turned OFF to turn the exposure image plane into a normal

exposure image plane size, that is, an anti-shielding state.

[0045] Meanwhile, in step S8, if the panorama state SW 23 is

OFF, the exposure image plane has already been turned into a

normal exposure image plane size, that is, the exposure image

plane has been turned into an anti-shielding state by the

motor-driven panorama drive unit 24, and the next step S10 is

to be executed, where the control means 11 controls the motor
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drive circuit 18 to turn the output signal from the zoom motor

20 ON, whereby the photographing lens (not shown) is driven

to be accommodated into the camera body, that is, the

photographing lens is to be collapsed. Then, the zoom motor

20 is kept driven until the completion of the collapsing

operation of the photographing lens is detected in the next

step Sll.

[0046] Next, when a completion signal for the collapsing

operation of the photographing lens is detected, the next step

S12 is to be executed, where the control means 11 controls the

motor drive circuit 18 to turn the output signal from the zoom

motor 20 OFF to terminate the series of processings concerning

the collapsing operation of the photographing lens (Return)

.

[0047] Fig. 8 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Zoom Set) showing

the operation when setting the photographing lens of the camera

according to the first embodiment in the photographing area.

As shown in Fig. 8, first in step S13, the control means 11

controls the motor drive circuit 18 to turn the output signal

from the zoom motor 20 ON to drive the photographing lens in

the direction of being brought out of the camera body. In this

case, the zoom motor 20 is kept driven until the zoom lens

provided as the photographing lens is moved to the widest-

angle side position in the photographing area thereof. Then,
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when the photographing lens is moved to the widest-angle side

position, the next step S15 is to be executed, where the control

means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to turn the output

signal from the zoom motor 20 OFF.

[0048] Next in step S16, the information written in and stored

in the EEPROM 17 in step S7 of the above-described subroutine

(Collapsing) shown in Fig. 7, that is, concerning the exposure

image plane size before the photographing lens is collapsed

is read by the control means 11, and then the next step S17

is to be executed.

[0049] In step S17, the EEPROM 17 provided as a light-

shielding and anti-shielding state instruction means and the

light-shielding member position specifying means 6 determines

the information concerning the exposure image plane size read

in the processing of step S16. That is, in the case of a

determination that the state before the photographing lens is

collapsed is not a panorama image plane size, that is, the

exposure image plane is in an anti-shielding state, the series

of processings are to be terminated directly (Return) , while

in the case of a determination that the state before the

photographing lens is collapsed is a panorama image plane size,

that is, the exposure image plane is in a light-shielding state,

the next step S18 is to be executed, where the above-described
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subroutine (Panorama ON) shown in Fig. 5 is executed to turn

the exposure image plane into a light-shielding state (panorama

image plane) , and then terminate the series of processings

(Return)

.

[0050] Fig. 9 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Zoom Set 1A)

showing an exemplary variation of the above-described

subroutine (Zoom Set) for the operation when setting the

photographing lens of the camera according to the first

embodiment in the photographing area.

[0051] In step S17 of the above-described subroutine (Zoom

Set) shown in Fig. 8, the information stored in the EEPROM 17

concerning the image plane size before the photographing lens

is collapsed is determined to determine whether or not to

execute the above-described subroutine (Panorama ON) shown in

Fig. 5 and thereby set the exposure image plane size before

the photographing lens is collapsed, while in this exemplary

variation, regardless of information concerning the image

plane size before the photographing lens is collapsed, the

above-described subroutine (Panorama ON) shown in Fig. 5 is

to be executed only in the case that the output signal from

the panorama state SW 23 is turned ON by a photographer.

[0052] That is, as shown in Fig. 9, first in step S19, the

control means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to turn
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the output signal from the zoom motor 20 ON to drive the

photographing lens in the direction of being brought out of

the camera body.

[0053] In step S20, the control means 11 keeps driving the

zoom motor 20 until the photographing lens is moved to the

widest-angle side position in the photographing area thereof.

Then, when the photographing lens is moved to the widest-angle

side position, the next step S21 is to be executed, where the

output signal from the zoom motor 20 is turned OFF.

[0054] Next in step S22, the state of the panorama state SW

23 is confirmed, and if the output signal from the panorama

state SW 23 is turned OFF, the series of processings are to

be terminated directly (Return), while if the output signal

from the panorama state SW 23 is turned ON by a photographer,

the next step S18 is to be executed, where the above-described

subroutine (Panorama ON) shown in Fig. 5 is executed to turn

the exposure image plane into a light-shielding state, that

is, a panorama image plane size, and then terminate the series

of processings (Return)

.

[0055] As described above, in accordance with the camera

according to the first embodiment, even in the case of a

collapsing operation of the photographing lenses LI and L2 when

the exposure image plane is in a light-shielding state due to
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the panorama light-shielding parts 42a and 43a as shown in Fig.

10, the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 provided as the

light-shielding member drive means 1 and the photographing lens

drive means 2 that performs collapsing operation are adapted

to be operated interlockingly with each other, whereby the

photographing lens is to be collapsed after turning the

exposure image plane, if in a light-shielding state, into an

anti-shielding state, and then when the photographing lens is

collapsed, the light-shielding members are retracted to keep

the anti-shielding state constantly, which allows the

photographing lens to be accommodated into the camera body

without damaging the surface thereof or damaging the

light-shielding members by the light-shielding operation for

the light-shielding members

.

[0056] In addition, the light-shielding members are adapted

to be retracted when collapsing the photographing lens, which

allows the photographing lens to be collapsed more deeply and

thereby facilitates the designing of a smaller-sized camera.

[0057] Fig. 11 is a perspective view showing a substantial

part of the appearance of a motor-driven panorama drive unit

of a camera according to a second embodiment of the present

invention. It is noted that since the constitution of the

motor-driven panorama drive unit according to the second
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embodiment is basically the same as that of the motor-driven

panorama drive unit (Fig. 3) according to the first embodiment,

redundant descriptions for components identical to those

described in the first embodiment are omitted to describe

different components designated by reference numerals which

are defined by adding 100 to the corresponding reference

numerals

.

[0058] In the first embodiment as described in Fig. 3, the

first and second cams 22a and 22b of the cam gear 22 are rotated

to drive the cam portion 40a of the first panorama drive arm

40 and thereby move the panorama light-shielding parts 42a and

43a to turn the exposure image plane into a light-shielding

or anti-shielding state, while in the present second embodiment

as shown in Fig. 11, a cam gear 122 and a slip clutch mechanism,

which is composed of a cam 122d having an arm portion protruding

from the peripheral surface thereof, a rotating member 122e,

and a plate spring 122c, are disposed instead of the cam gear

22 and the first and second cams 22a and 22b in the first

embodiment. Then, the cam 122d and the rotating member 122e

are formed integrally and supported pivotally and rotatably

in both directions onto the rotation axis of the cam gear 122,

while the plate spring 122 is firmly fixed to the camera body.

[0059] Also, stopper pins 200a and 200b are additionally
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provided as locking members for locking the rotational

operation of the second panorama drive arm 141, where the

arrangement that the panorama motor 121 is adapted to be

rotatable in both directions so that the cam gear 122, the cam

122d, and the rotating member 122e are rotated in both

directions is different from that of the first embodiment

.

[0060] As the panorama motor 121 is rotated in both directions

as mentioned above, the rotational driving force thereof is

transmitted to the cam gear 122 via a reduction gear train,

etc., (not shown) to rotate the cam gear 122 and the cam 122d

in both directions, whereby the arm portion of the cam 122d

presses the cam surface C or D of the cam portion 140a of the

first panorama drive arm 140 to rotate the first and second

panorama drive arms 140 and 141 centering, respectively, on

the spindles 14 0d and 14 Id thereof, and thus the panorama

light-shielding parts 142a and 143a are moved vertically to

turn the exposure image plane into a light-shielding or

ant i- shielding state -

[0061] Also, when the exposure image plane is turned into a

light-shielding or anti-shielding state by the panorama

light-shielding parts 142a and 143a, the rotational operation

of the second panorama drive arm 141 is locked by the stopper

pins 200a and 200b provided as locking members, where locking
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the rotation of the second panorama drive arm 141 using the

stopper pins 200a and 200b allows the slip clutch mechanism

to function to interrupt the driving force of the panorama motor

121.

[0062] That is, the rotating member 122e supported pivotally

and rotatably onto the rotation axis of the cam gear 122 is

in constant contact with and urged by one end portion of the

plate spring 122c, the other end portion of which being fixed

to the camera body (not shown) , and the urging force of the

plate spring 122c brings the rotating member 122e into pressure

contact with the cam gear 122. Then, when locking the rotation

of the second panorama drive arm 141 using the stopper pins

200a and 200b applies a load to the cam 122d, there occurs a

rotational slip between the rotating member 122e and the cam

gear 122, which are formed integrally with the cam 122d, to

interrupt the driving force of the panorama motor 121.

[0063] In the thus arranged motor-driven panorama drive unit

of the camera according to the second embodiment, the operation

when turning the exposure image plane into a light-shielding

or anti-shielding state will hereinafter be described. The

case of turning the exposure image plane into a light-shielding

state will first be described. When the panorama motor 121

is driven to rotate the cam gear 122 counterclockwise, the
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rotating member 122e and the cam 122d are also rotated

counterclockwise with the rotation of the cam gear 122, and

then the arm portion of the cam 122d presses the cam surface

C of the cam portion 140a of the first panorama drive arm 140,

whereby the first panorama drive arm 140 is rotated clockwise

centering on the spindle 140d thereof. Thus, since one sector

gear portion 140c of the first panorama drive arm 140 and one

sector gear portion 141a of the second panorama drive arm 141

are meshed with each other, the second panorama drive arm 141

is rotated counterclockwise centering on the spindle 141d

thereof. Then, since the other sector gear portions 140b and

141b of the first and second panorama drive arms 140 and 141

are meshed, respectively, with the rack portions 142b and 143b

of the first and second panorama light-shielding members 142

and 143, the panorama light-shielding parts 142b and 143b of

the first and second panorama light-shielding members 142 and

143 are moved in the direction of turning the exposure image

plane into a light-shielding state. Then, locking the

rotation of the second panorama drive arm 141 using the stopper

pin 200b allows the slip clutch mechanism to function to keep

the second panorama drive arm 141 in contact with the stopper

pin 200b, and the urging force of the spring 144 to keep the

light-shielding state where the exposure image plane is
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shielded by the panorama light-shielding parts optically.

[0064] Meanwhile, in respect to the case of turning the

exposure image plane into an anti-shielding state, when the

panorama motor 121 is driven to rotate the cam gear 122

clockwise, the rotating member 122e and the cam 122d are also

rotated clockwise with the rotation of the cam gear 122, and

then the arm portion of the cam 122d presses the cam surface

D of the cam portion 140a of the first panorama drive arm 140,

whereby the first panorama drive arm 140 is rotated

counterclockwise centering on the spindle 14 0d thereof. Thus,

since the one sector gear portion 140c of the first panorama

drive arm 140 and the one sector gear portion 141a of the second

panorama drive arm 141 are meshed with each other, the second

panorama drive arm 141 is rotated clockwise centering on the

spindle 141d thereof. Then, since the sector gear portions

140b and 141b of the first and second panorama drive arms 140

and 141 are meshed, respectively, with the rack portions 142b

and 143b of the first and second panorama light-shielding

members 142 and 143, the panorama light-shielding parts 142b

and 143b of the first and second panorama light-shielding

members 142 and 143 are moved in the direction of turning the

exposure image plane into an anti-shielding state. Then,

locking the rotation of the second panorama drive arm 141 using
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the stopper pin 200a allows the slip clutch mechanism to

function to keep the second panorama drive arm 141 in contact

with the stopper pin 200a, and to keep the light-shielding state

where the exposure image plane is shielded by the panorama

light-shielding parts optically.

[0065] Fig. 12 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Panorama ON

2) showing the control when turning the exposure image plane

into a light-shielding state in the motor-driven panorama drive

unit of the camera according to the second embodiment, while

Fig. 13 is a flowchart of a subroutine (Panorama OFF 2) showing

the control when turning the exposure image plane into an

anti-shielding state, that is, showing the control of turning

the output signal from the panorama motor 121 ON or OFF as well

as the rotation direction thereof.

[0066] In the case of turning the exposure image plane into

a light-shielding state as shown in Fig. 12, first in step S101,

the control means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to

output an ON signal for rotating the panorama motor 121 to

rotate the cam gear 122 clockwise and thereby rotate the

rotating member 122e and the cam 122d also clockwise.

[0067] Next in step S102, it is determined whether or not a

predetermined time for turning the panorama motor 121 ON, that

is, for driving the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 to turn
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the exposure image plane into a light-shielding state has

passed, and when the exposure image plane is turned into a

light-shielding state and the predetermined time has passed,

the next step SI 03 is to be executed, where the output signal

from the panorama motor 121 is turned OFF to terminate the

series of processings (Return)

.

[0068] Also, in accordance with the subroutine (Panorama OFF

2) shown in Fig. 13r , which is for the case of turning the

exposure image plane into an anti-shielding state, that is,

a normal exposure image plane size, first in step S104, the

control means 11 controls the motor drive circuit 18 to output

an ON signal for rotating the panorama motor 121 to rotate the

cam gear 122 counterclockwise and thereby rotate the rotating

member 122e and the cam 122d also counterclockwise.

[0069] Next in step S105, it is determined whether or not a

predetermined time for turning the panorama motor 121 ON, that

is, for driving the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 to turn

the exposure image plane into an anti-shielding state has

passed, and when the exposure image plane is turned into an

anti-shielding state and the predetermined time has passed,

the next step S106 is to be executed, where the output signal

from the panorama motor 121 is turned OFF to terminate the

series of processings (Return)

.
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[0070] Fig. 14 is a flow char of a subroutine (Collapsing 2)

showing the operation when collapsing and accommodating the

photographing lens of the camera according to the second

embodiment into the camera body. It is noted that a zoom lens

is applied as the photographing lens of the camera according

to the second embodiment, as is the case with the camera

according to the first embodiment. As shown in Fig. 14, first

in step S107, information concerning the current exposure image

plane size, that is, in which of the light-shielding and

anti-shielding states is the currently set exposure image plane

performed by the motor-driven panorama drive unit 24 is written

and stored into the EEPROM 17.

[0071] Next, in step S109, when the above-described

subroutine (Panorama OFF 2) shown in Fig. 13 is executed to

turn the exposure image plane into a normal exposure image plane

size, that is, an anti-shielding state, the next step S110 is

to be executed, where the control means 11 controls the motor

drive circuit 18 to turn the output signal from the zoom motor

20 ON, whereby the photographing lens is driven to be

accommodated into the camera body, that is, the photographing

lens is to be collapsed. Then, the zoom motor 20 is kept driven

until the completion of the collapsing operation of the

photographing lens is detected in the next step Sill. When
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a completion signal for the collapsing operation of the

photographing lens is detected, the next step S112 is to be

executed, where the output signal from the zoom motor 20 is

turned OFF to terminate the series of processings concerning

the collapsing operation of the photographing lens (Return)

.

[0072] As described heretofore, the camera according to the

second embodiment can also exhibit the same effect as the camera

according to the first embodiment.

[0073] In addition, the panorama motor 121 is adapted to be

driven clockwise or counterclockwise for a slightly longer time

than required for the switching between light-shielding and

anti-shielding states, whereby it is possible to perform

switching between light-shielding and anti-shielding states

and thereby to eliminate the panorama state SW 23 applied in

the first embodiment.

[0074] It is noted that the above-described slip clutch

mechanism is provided as a precautionary measure, and the same

effect as above can be obtained, without disposing such a slip

clutch mechanism, with the arrangement that the voltage applied

to the panorama motor 121 is reduced in advance, or that a direct

battery voltage is applied when starting the panorama motor

121, and then a predetermined low voltage is applied for the

subsequent driving operations to suppress motor breakthrough
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current when locking the rotation of the second panorama drive

arm 141 using the stopper pins 200a and 200b. Further, when

locking the rotation of the second panorama drive arm 141 using

the stopper pins 200a and 200b, the torque of the panorama motor

121 may be transmitted to another gear train side through a

planet gear mechanism.

[0075] (Additions)

(1) A photographing lens collapsible barrel type camera

comprising: a photographing lens; a photographing lens drive

means for driving the photographing lens in the optical axis

direction; a light-shielding member removably inserted into

the optical path of the photographing lens; a light-shielding

member drive means for inserting and removing the light-

shielding member into/from the optical path; and a

photographing lens collapsing instruction means for

instructing the movement of the photographing lens into a

collapsing area, wherein the light-shielding member is

retracted in response to an output from the photographing lens

collapsing instruction means, and then the photographing lens

is collapsed. In accordance with the collapsible barrel type

camera according to the present first reference, the collapsing

of the photographing lens is not allowed to damage the

light-shielding member.
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[0076] (2) The photographing lens collapsible barrel type

camera according to the first reference, wherein the

-light-shielding member is a member for turning an exposure

image plane into a panorama size. In accordance with the

collapsible barrel type camera according to the present second

addition, the collapsing of the photographing lens is not

allowed to damage the light-shielding member for setting

panorama size.

[0077] (3) A photographing lens collapsible barrel type camera

comprising: a photographing lens; a photographing lens drive

means for driving the photographing lens in the optical axis

direction; a light-shielding member removably inserted into

the optical path of the photographing lens; a light-shielding

member drive means for inserting and removing the light-

shielding member into/from the optical path; a photographing

lens photographing area setting instruction means for

instructing the movement of the photographing lens from a

collapsing area into a photographing area; and a light-

shielding and anti-shielding state instruction means

according to a light-shielding and anti-shielding instruction

member decided before the driving from the collapsing area into

the photographing area, wherein the photographing lens is moved

from the collapsing area into the photographing area based on
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an output from the light-shielding and anti-shielding state

instruction means, and then the light-shielding member is

driven. In accordance with the collapsible barrel type camera

according to the present third reference, the restoring of the

photographing lens from the collapsing area into the

photographing area is not allowed to damage the light-shielding

member

.

[0078] (4) The light-shielding and anti-shielding state

instruction means is a storage means for storing the

light-shielding/anti-shielding state of the camera before the

photographing lens is collapsed- In accordance with the

storage means of the collapsible barrel type camera according

to the present fourth addition, since the state before the

photographing lens is collapsed is stored, when moving the

photographing lens, after once collapsed, again into the

photographing area to restart taking a photograph, it is

possible to return to the previous state before the

photographing lens is collapsed automatically.

[0079] (5) The photographing lens collapsible barrel type

camera according to the fourth addition, wherein the storage

means is a nonvolatile memory. In accordance with the

collapsible barrel type camera according to the present fifth

addition, it is possible to store data even in the case that
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the power supply for the camera is turned off, resulting in

low consumption of battery power.

[0080] (6) The light-shielding and anti-shielding state

instruction means is a state switch for storing the light-

shielding/anti-shielding state of the camera.

photographing lens collapsible barrel type camera according

to the present invention adapted to motor-drive the light-

shielding member is arranged in such a manner that when

collapsing the photographing lens, the light-shielding member

is first retracted, and then the photographing lens is

collapsed, whereby the light-shielding or anti-shielding

operation for the exposure image plane by the light-shielding

member and/or the collapsing operation of the photographing

lens is not allowed to damage the surface of the photographing

lens or damage the light-shielding member, and whereby the

photographing lens can be collapsed more deeply to provide a

smaller-sized photographing lens collapsible barrel type

camera

.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[Fig. 1] A conceptual diagram of a photographing lens

collapsible barrel type camera according to the present

[0081]

[Effects of the Invention] As described above, the
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invention

.

[Fig. 2] A schematic block diagram showing the electrical

system of a camera according to a first embodiment of the

present invention.

[Fig. 3] A perspective view showing a substantial part of the

appearance of a light-shielding member drive means (motor-

driven panorama drive unit) of the camera shown in Fig. 2.

[Fig. 4] A view illustrating the operation of first and second

cams when turning an exposure image plane into a light-

shielding or anti-shielding state in the light-shielding

member drive means (motor-driven panorama drive unit) shown

in Fig. 3.

[Fig. 5] A flowchart showing the operation when turning the

exposure image plane into a light-shielding state in the

light-shielding member drive means (motor-driven panorama

drive unit) shown in Fig. 3.

[Fig. 6] A flowchart showing the operation when turning the

exposure image plane into an anti-shielding state in the

light-shielding member drive means (motor-driven panorama

drive unit) shown in Fig. 3.

[Fig. 7] A flowchart showing the collapsing operation of the

photographing lens of the camera shown in Fig. 2.

[Fig. 8] A flowchart showing the operation when setting the
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photographing lens of the camera shown in Fig. 2 in a

photographing area

.

[Fig. 9] A flowchart showing an exemplary variation for the

operation when setting the photographing lens of the camera

shown in Fig. 2 in the photographing area.

[Fig. 10] A view showing an effect of the first embodiment,

illustrating the operation when the photographing lens is

collapsed after the light-shielding member is retracted.

[Fig. 11] A perspective view showing a substantial part of

the appearance of a light-shielding member drive means

(motor-driven panorama drive unit) of a camera according to

a second embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 12] A flowchart showing the operation when turning an

exposure image plane into a light-shielding state in the

light-shielding member drive means (motor-driven panorama

drive unit) shown in Fig. 11.

[Fig. 13] A flowchart showing the operation when turning the

exposure image plane into an anti-shielding state in the

light-shielding member drive means (motor-driven panorama

drive unit) shown in Fig. 11.

[Fig. 14] A flowchart showing the collapsing operation of a

photographing lens of the camera according to the second

embodiment

.
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[Fig. 15] An example showing the operation of a conventional

collapsible barrel type camera, where Fig. 15 (a) is a view

showing the case where light-shielding members are inserted

into the optical path of photographing lenses to turn an

exposure image plane into a light-shielding state, and Fig.

15 (b) is a view showing the case where the photographing lenses

are collapsed in the state shown in Fig. 15 (b)

.

[Description of Symbols]

1 : Light-shielding member drive means

2: Photographing lens drive means

3: Photographing lens collapsing instruction means

4: Light-shielding and anti-shielding state detection means

5: Photographing lens photographing area setting instruction

means

6: Light-shielding and anti-shielding instruction means

(Light-shielding member position specifying means)

11: Control means (CPU)

12: Power switch

13: Release switch

14: Panorama switch

15: Zoom-up switch

16: Zoom-down switch

17: EEPROM (Storage means)
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18: Motor drive circuit

19: Photographing lens drive (LD) motor

20: Zoom motor

21: Panorama motor

23: Panorama state switch (Light-shielding and anti-shielding

state detection means)

22, 122: Cam gears

22a: First cam

22b: Second cam

24: Motor-driven panorama drive unit

40, 140: First panorama drive arms

41, 141: Second panorama drive arms

42, 142: First panorama light-shielding members

43, 143: Second panorama light-shielding members

42a, 43a, 142a, 143a: Panorama light-shielding parts

44, 144: Springs

122c: Plate spring (Slip clutch mechanism)

122d: Cam (Slip clutch mechanism)

122e: Rotating member (Slip clutch mechanism)
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[Fig. 1]

(a)

1: Light-shielding member drive means

2: Photographing lens drive means

3: Photographing lens collapsing instruction means

(b)

4: Light-shielding and anti-shielding state detection means

(c)

5: Photographing lens photographing area setting instruction means

6: Light-shielding and anti-shielding instruction means (Light-shielding

member position specifying means)

[Fig- 2]

11: Control means (CPU)

18: Motor drive circuit

24: Motor-driven panorama drive unit

[Fig. 6]

Panorama OFF

S4: Panorama motor ON

S5: Panorama state SW?

S6: Panorama motor OFF

Return



[Fig. 7]

Collapsing

S7: Write the current image plane size into EEPROM

S8: Panorama state SW?

S9: Panorama OFF

S10: Zoom motor ON

S11: Collapsing completed?

S12: Zoom motor OFF

Return

[Fig- 8]

Zoom Set 1A

S13: Zoom motor ON

S14: In widest-angle side position

S15: Zoom motor OFF

S16: Read panorama state from EEPROM

S17: In panorama state?

S18: Panorama ON

Return

[Fig. 9)

Zoom Set 1A



S19: Zoom motor ON

S20: In widest-angle side position?

S21 : Zoom motor OFF

S22: Panorama SW?

S23: Panorama ON

Return

[Fig. 12]

Panorama ON 2

S101: Panorama motor ON CW

S102: Predetermined time passed?

S103: Panorama motor OFF

Return

[Fig. 13]

Panorama OFF 2

S104: Panorama motor ON CCW

S105: Predetermined time passed?

S106: Panorama motor OFF

Return

[Fig. 14]

Collapsing 2



S107: Write the current image plane size into EEPROM

S109: Panorama OFF 2

S110: Zoom motor ON

S111: Collapsing completed?

S112: Zoom motor OFF

Return



Fig.1

(a) A
Light-shielding

drive means)
Fig.4

2: Photographing lens drive means
3: Photographing lens collapsing instruction means

(b)

n.

1 : Light-shielding member drive means
2: Photographing lens drive means
3: Photographing lens collapsing instruction means
4: Light-shielding and anti-shielding state detection means

(c)

1 : Light-shielding member drive means
2: Photographing lens drive means
3: Photographing lens collapsing instruction means
4: Light-shielding and anti-shielding state detection means
5: Photographing iens photographing area setting Instruction means
6: Light-shielding and anti-shielding Instruction means (Light-shielding member
position specifying means)

Fig.2
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